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3/4 LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REOUIR:llE!iTS

3/4. 0 APPL ICAB:LITY

I.IMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.0.1 Limiting Condi.ions for Operation and ACTION requirements shall
be'pplicableduring the OPERATIOliAL MiQDES or other ccnditions specified

for each specification.

3.0.2 Adherence to the requiremen.s of the Limiting Condition for
Operation and/or associated ACT!0N within the specified tiri interval shall
consti tute co,. pliance with the specification. In the event the Limitirig
Condition for Operaticn is restored prior to expiration of the speci ied
time interval, completion of the ACTIOtl tatement is not required.

3.0.3 In the even'. a Limitinc Condition for Operation and/er
associated'CTION

requ rements cannot be satisTied because of circu...stances in
excess oi thos addressed in the specifica:ion, the. facilicy shall be

placed in at '.east HOT STA iDBY v ithin l. hour ard in COLO SHJTOG'«"i

»i:hin the following 30 hours unless correct':ve measures are cc;,.~le.ed
that permit operation under the permiissible ACTION statements for .he
specified time in".erval as measured fro;,. initia1 discovery. Excep"ions
to these requirements shall be stat=d in the individual speci,ications.

3.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL'GOE'r other specifted applicability
condition shall not be made unless the conditions of the L;miting Cond'tion
for Operation are met withcu reliance on provisions containe" ir, the
ACTION state;.ents unless other ise excepted. This provision shall not
prevent passage through OPERATIONAL MOD S as required tc comp'.y wi tn
ACTION state;..ants.

3.0.5 When a system, subsystem,, train, component or device is determined to'e inoperable sol y because its emergency power source is inoperable, or solely
because its normal power source is inoperable, it may be considered OPEPABLE

- for the purpose of satisfying the requirements of its applicable Limiting
Condition for Operation, provided: (1) its corresponding normal or emergency

- power .source is OPERABLE; and (2) all of its redundant system(s), subsystem(s),
train(s), component(s) and device(s) are OPERABLE, or likewise satisfy the

.'requirements of this specification. Unless both conditions (1) and (2) are
satisfied, the unit shall be placed in at least'HOT STANDBY within 1 hour, in
at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours, and in at least COLD

SHUTDOWN'ithin

the following 30 hours. .This spec4fication is not applicable in, MODES

5 or 6.



SURVEILLANCE R QUIRBiDiTS

I
4.0.1 Surveillance Requirements shall be applicable during the OPEP~-.
TIONL llODES or other conditions speci '.ed for individual Limiting
Conditions "or Operation unless otherwise stated in an individual Sur-
veillance. Requirement.

4.0.2 Each Surveillance Requirement shall be performed within the
specified time inte. val with:

'a ~ A maximum allocable extension not to exceed 25 of
th'ur-'eillanceinterval, and

b, A total maximum combined interval time for any 3 consecutive
surveillance intervals not to exceed 3.25 times the specified
surveillance interval.

4.0.3 Performance of a Surveillance Requirement within the specified
time interval shall constitute caI,pliance with OPERABILITY require;",ents
for a Limiting Condition for Operation and associated ACTION statements
unless otherwise required by the specification.

4.0.4 Entry into an OPERATIONAL HOOE or other specified applicability
condition shall not be made unless ihe Surveillance Req.Iire;.;en".(s)
associated with the Limiting Condition for Operation- have been performed
within the stated surveillance interval or as otherwise specified.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable to the per-
formance of surveillance activities associated with fire protection
.echnical specifications, 4.3.3.7, 4.7.9 and 4.7.10, until the
completion of the initial surveillance interval associated with each
specification.
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BASES

3.0.5 This specification delineates what additional conditions must besatisfied to permit operation to continue, consistent with the ACTION statementsfor power sources, when a normal or emergency power source is not OPERABLE. It
specifically prohibits operation when one division is inoperable because its
normal or emergency power source is inoperable and a system, subsystem, train,
component or device in another division is inoperable for another reason.

The provisions of this specification permit the ACTION statements associated with
individual systems, subsystems, trains, components, or devices to be consistent
with the ACTION statements of the associated e1ectrical power source. It allows
operation to be governed by the time limits of the ACTION statement associated
with the Limiting Condition for Operation for the normal or emergency power
source, not the individual ACTIOH statements for each system, subsystem, train,—component or device that is determined to be inuperab'le solely because of the
inoperability of its normal or emergency power source.. =

For example, Specification 3.8.1.1 requires in part that two emergency diesel
generators be OPERABLE, 'The ACTION statement provides for a 72 hour out-of-service

. time when one emergency diese'I generator is not: OPERABLE. If the definition of
OPERABLE were applied without consideration of Specification 3.0.5, all systems,
subsystems, trains, components and devices supplied by the inoperable emergency
power source would also be inoperable. This would dictate invoking the applicable
ACTION statements for each of the applicable Limiting Conditions for Operation.
However, the provisions of Specification 3.0.5 permit the time limits for
continued operation to be consistent with the ACTIOH statement for the inoperable
emergency diesel generator instead, provided the other specified conditions aresatisfied. In this case, this would mean that the corresponding normal power source
must be OPERABLE, and all redundant systems, subsystems, trains, components,
and devices must be OPERABLE, or otherwise satisfy Specification 3.0.5 (I.e., be
capable of performing their design function and have at least one norma'I or one
emergency power source OPERABLE). If they are not satisfied, shutdown is requiredin accordance with this specification.

As a further example, Specification 3.8.1.1 requires in part that two physically
independent circuits between the offsite transmission network and the onsite
Class IE distribution system be OPERABLE. The ACTION statement provides a 24
hour out-of-service time when both required offsite circuits are not OPERABLE.If the definition of OPERABLE were applied without consideration of Specification
3.0.5, all systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices supplied by the
inoperable normal power sources, both of the offsite circuits, »ould also be
inoperable.. This would dictate invoking the appli'cable ACTIOti statements for
each of the applicable LCOs. However, the provisions of Specification 3.0.5per—mit the time limits for continued operation to be consistent with the ACTION
statement for the inoperable normal power sources instead, provided the other
specified conditions are satisfied. In this case, this would mean that for one
division .the emergency power source must be OPERABLE (as .must be the components
supplied by the emergency power source) and all redundant systems, subsystems,trains, components and devices in the other division must be OPERABLE, or likewise. satisfy Specification 3.0.5 (i.e., be capable of performing their design functions—.. —..and have .an emergency -power source OPERABLE). In=-bther words; both emergency
power sources must be OPERABLE and all redundant systems, subsystems, trains,
components and devices in both divisions must also be OPERABLE, If thes
conditions are not satis ied, shutdown is required in accordance with thiS
specification.

In NODES 5 or 6 Specification 3.0.5 is not applicable, and thus the individual
ACTIOH statements for each applicable Limiting Condition for Operation in these
MODES must be adhered to.
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3/4 LIHITItiG CONDITIO(S FOR OPE?'TION AtlD SUR"EILLAltCE REOU.'~:"llEhTS

c

3/4. 0 APPLICABILITY

LIMITIHG COtlDITIOtt FOR OPERATION

~ ~

3.0.1 Limiting Condi.ions for.Operation and ACTIOt) requirements shall be

applicable during the OPERATIOtiAL NODES or other conditions specified
for each specification.

3.0.2 Adherence to the requiremen.s of the Limiting Condition for
Operation and/or associated ACT Ol) within the sp cified time interval shall
constitute compliance with the specification. In the event the Limiting
Condition for Operation is restored prior to expiration oi the speci ied
time interval, completion of the ACTIOh tatement is not required.

3.0.3 In the ev nt a Limitino Condition for Operation and/or associat d

ACTIO'l requirements cannot be satisfied because of circumstances in
excess of those addressed in the sp cifica.ion, the facility. shall be

placed in at '.east HOT STA!BBY within 1 hour ard in COLD SHUTDQ"li

withir the following 30 hours unless correct'.v m asvres are co;..",e.ed
that permit operation under the permissible ACTIOt{ statements for .he
specified tir> in'.erval as measur d fro.-., initial discovery. Excep.ions
to these requirements shall be stated in the individual speci.ications.

3.0.4 Ent. y into an OPERATIO tAL tiODE or other specified applicability
condition shall rot be made unless the conditions of the L'm<tir g Condition
for Operaticn are ™et wl hcu reliance on provisions cont ire" in tne
ACTION staterents unless otherwise excepted. This prov~sion shall not
prevent passage through OPERATIO'lAL t!ODES as required to comp',y witn
ACTION( s ta te;..ents.

h

3.0.5 When a system, subsystem, train, component or device is determined to
be inoperable solely because its emergency power source is inoperable, or solely,—
because its normal power source is inoperable, it may be considered OPERAB'

for the purpose of satisfying the .requirements of its applicable Limiting
Condition for Operation, provided: (1) its corresponding normal or emergency
power source is OPERABLE; and (2) all of its redundant system(s), subsystem(s),
train(s), component(s) and device(s) are OPERABLE, or likewise satisfy the
requirements of this 'specification. Unless both conditions (1) and (2) are
satisfied, the unit shall be placed in at least HOT STAt)DBY within 1 hour, in
at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 6 hours, and in at least COLD SHUTDOMtt
wi"=hin the following 30 hours. -This.specrfication is not applicable in t<ODES -.

5or6.



SURVEILLANCE R QUIREi~lENTS

'

4.0.1 Surveillance Requirements shall be applicable during the OPEP~-.
TIONAL lsODES o. other conditions specified for individual Limiting,
Conditions "or Operation unless otherwise stated in an individual Sur-
veillancece.

Requirement.

4.0.2. Each Surveillance Requirement shall b per orred within the
specified time interval mi:h:

a, A maximum allowable extension not to exceed 25" of the sur-"
veillance interval, and

b. A total maximum cclbined interval time for any 3 consecutive
surveillance intervals not to exceed 3.25 times the specified
surveillance interval.

4.0.3 Perfor„ance of a Surveillance Require",ent within the .specified
time interval shall constitute cc-,pliance with OPERABILITY requirements
for a Limiting Condition for Operation and 'associated ACTION statements
unless oth rwise'equired by the specification.

4.0.4 En.ry into an OPERATIONAL RODE or other specified applicability
condition shall no be made unless the Surveillance Require;..en.(s)
associated with tl e Limiting Condition for Operation have be n perforred
within tne stated surveillance interval or as otherwise specified.

The provisions of Speci i'cation 4.0.4 are not applicable to the per-
formance of surveillance activities associated with fire protection
technical specifications, 4.3.3.7, 4.7.9 and 4.7.10, unti l the
completion of the initia 1 surveillance interval associated with each
specification.
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BASES

3.0.5 This specification deIineates what additional conditions must be
satisfied to permit operation to continue, consistent with the ACTION statements
for power sources, when a normal or emergency power source is not OPERABLE. It
specifically prohibits operation when one division is inoperable because its—nomnal or emergency power source is inoperable and a system, subsystem, train,
component or device in another division is inoperable for another reason.

The provisions of this specification permit the ACTION statements associated with
individual systems, subsystems, trains, components, or devices to be consistent
with the ACTION statements of the associated electrical power source. It allows
operation to be governed by the time limits of the ACTION statement associated
with the Limiting Condition for Operation for the normal or emergency power

:source, not the individual ACTION statements .for each system, subsystem, train,
'component or device that is determined to be inoperable solely because of the

inoperability of its normal. or emergency power source.

,For example, Specification 3.8.1.1 requires in part that two emergency diesel
generators be OPERABLE. The ACTION statement provides for a 72 hour out-of-service
time when one-emergency diesel generator is not OPERABLE. If the definition of
OPERABLE were applied without consideration of Specification 3.0.5, all systems,
subsystems, trains, components and devices supplied by the inoperable emergency
power source would also be inoperable. This would dictate invoking the applicable—ACTIOII statements for each of the applicable Limiting Conditions for Operation.
However, the provisions of Specification 3.0.5.permit the time limits for
continued operation to be consistent with the ACTION statement for the inoperab'le
emergency diesel generator instead, provided the other specified conditions are
satisfied. In this case, this would mean that the corresponding normal power source
must be OPERABLE, and all redundant systems, subsystems, trains, components,

,and devices must be OPERABLE, or otherwise.satisfy Specification 3.0.5 (i.e., be—.capable of performing their design function and have at least one normal or one
;emergency power source OPERABLE). If they are not satisfied, shutdown is required-—
, in accordance with this specification.
I

As a further example, Specification 3,S.l.l requires in part that two physically
~ independent circuits between the offsite transmission network and the onsite
Class IE distribution system be OPERABLE. The ACTION statement provides a 24
hour out-of-service time when both required offsite circuits are not OPERABLE.If the definition of OPERABLE were applied without consideration cf Specification
3.0.5, all systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices supplied by the
inoperable normal power sources, both of the orfsi te circuits, )mold also be
inoperable. This would dictate invoking the applicable ACTION statements for
each of the applicable LCOs. However, the provisions of Specification 3.0.5—permit the time limits for continued operation to be consistent with the ACTION
statement for the inoperable normal power sources .instead, provided the other
specified conditions are satisfied. In this case, this would mean that for one
division the emergency power source must be OPERABLE (as must be the components
supplied by the emergency power source) and all redundant systems, subsystems,trains, components and devices in the other division must be OPERABLE, or likewisesatisfy Specification 3.0.5 (i.e., be capable of performing their design functions——and have an emergency power source OPEPABLE). I~ther words, both emergency
power sources must be OPERABLE and all redundant systems, subsystems, tra)ns,
components and devices in both divisions must also be OPERABLE, If these
conditions are not satisfied, shutdown is required in accordance with thig
specification.

In HODES 5 or 6 Specification 3.0.5 is not applicable, and thus the individual
ACTION statements for each applicable Limiting Condition for Operation in these
HOOES must be adhered to.
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